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Abstract: We present a historical analysis of transportation and urban development in São Paulo (Brazil), attempting to discern Granger causal effects using historical land-use and transportation data from 1881 to 2013. Our results align with the hypothesis commonly stated in the literature about the relevance of road transportation in São Paulo’s peripheral urban expansion during the twentieth century. We find, however, more complex relationships, and changes in them, over time. Over the entire 130 years, we find that urban expansion and road development pushed and pulled each other, in a somewhat “orderly” way. On the other hand, while roads are not linked to densification, we find that mass transit infrastructure did lead to building densification. Distinguishing among distinct periods adds further insights. Examining São Paulo’s “streetcar era” we find joint development of streetcar lines and urban expansion – evidence of joint development consistent with “streetcar suburbs.” Streetcars also led to building densification during this early period. In subsequent decades, up until the mid-1970s, mass transit investments are virtually non-existent and road transportation essentially chases urban expansion, not vice versa. Finally, the last four decades reveal a return to “orderly” patterns of road expansion and urbanization but no evidence of mass transit infrastructure’s effects on urbanization or densification. The analysis illustrates how transportation investment choices have important consequences for urban growth, exerting long-lasting influences on its urban form.

1 Introduction

At the turn of the twentieth century, São Paulo was inhabited by less than 250,000 people and its main transportation system was based on animal-drawn streetcars. At the same time, London already had a subway system for its more than 6 million inhabitants and New York, home to around 3.5 million people, was beginning construction of its subway system. Today, however, the São Paulo metropolitan region is the world’s fourth most populous urban area, larger than the metropolitan areas of London or New York (United Nations, 2019). In other words, São Paulo was transformed from a medium city
to a great metropolis in a single century. While London took 210 years to grow from 1 million to 8 million people and New York did the same in 110 years, São Paulo took just 40 years. The pace of the city's urban and economic growth originated the popular motto: “São Paulo cannot stop.” The slogan, used by politicians to emphasize the relevance of maintaining investment in the metropolis' economic growth, also characterizes the inability to contain the city's unbridled and disorderly urban growth, in which transportation has played a central role.

The inextricable links between transportation and urban development help explain many of the prevailing patterns of the world's main urban centers, including New York's skyscrapers, London's suburbs, Rome's narrow streets, and São Paulo's poor peripheral settlements. Railway routes played a key role in developing São Paulo's Brás neighborhood and Boston's “streetcar suburbs,” while Robert Moses's highways shaped New York's Long Island. To be sure, a range of factors ultimately influence the form our cities take, but the land use-transport connections cannot be denied. The density of homes and firms, for example, determines potential public transport ridership. The connectivity provided by roads and rail influences the attractiveness of areas where households and companies make locational choices. From these mutually dependent relationships between transportation and land development our central, quintessential chicken-and-egg, question emerges: does transport infrastructure lead or follow urban development? In other words, which came first, urbanization or transportation?

We seek to answer this question within the city of São Paulo, Brazil. Existing literature highlights the central role that road transport (mainly buses) played in allowing the city's peripheral expansion, although systematic empirical evidence of this effect is weak. This paper briefly reviews São Paulo's transportation and urban development history and compiles urbanization and transportation infrastructure development data from over a century of the city's history to empirically examine how roadway and public transit development has pushed and been pushed by urban expansion and building densification.

The remainder of this paper consists of five sections. The following section discusses analyses of the chicken-and-egg dilemma in a range of cities from the global north. The third section consists of a historical overview of the joint transport/land-use development of São Paulo, and presents our hypotheses. The fourth section presents the data, our analytical approach, and results. The final section discusses the implications and concludes.

2 The chicken-and-egg dilemma in urban transportation

The modern metropolis has been shaped by the intimate relationship between land development and transportation technologies. In the historical context of metropolitan USA, for example, Muller (2004) traces how the prevailing mobility technologies of the time map to distinct patterns of urbanization, from the small monocentric cities of the walking/horsecar era up to the 1890s, to the emergence of radial suburbs during the electric streetcar era of 1890-1920, the first auto-oriented residential and commercial developments during the recreational auto era from 1920-1945, and the sprawling multi-centric metropolises of the postwar Interstate Highway era. Which comes first, however, urbanization or transportation, and how do these influence each other over time? These questions have more than historical, or purely academic, relevance. As transportation infrastructures influence the location, pace, and form of urban development, these infrastructures can thus impact the subsequent demands for transportation, including the distribution, distances, routes and modes of travel. Ultimately, the performance of transportation infrastructure and services and the attractiveness of urban development projects are at stake, with important implications for public finance (e.g., property taxes), intra-metropolitan integration (e.g., suburban versus center city vitality) and overall quality of life (e.g., congestion, pollution).

The influence of urban transportation on urban development has long been studied. Reviewing
over 30 years of empirical analysis, Boarnet and Haughwout (2000) found evidence generally suggesting that metropolitan highways influence land prices, population and employment changes in the USA. A number of scholarly papers have reviewed the large body of previous empirical research on transportation and land-development and land-value effects (e.g., Badoe & Miller, 2000; Boarnet & Haughwout, 2000; Cervero & Seskin, 1995; Giuliano, 2004; Huang, 1996; Knight & Trygg, 1977; Martínez & Viegas, 2009; Ryan, 1999) and studies on this topic often focus on short- and medium-term real estate appreciation (Debrezion, Pels, & Rietveld, 2007; Mohammad, Graham, Melo, & Anderson, 2013). The research differs in empirical contexts, analytical approaches, types of properties analyzed, types of infrastructures and services considered, etc. Ryan (1999) notes that first-generation highway studies (1950s and 1960s) primarily employed before-and-after analyses, while subsequent highway and nearly all transit analyses (beginning in the 1960s) applied varying forms of econometric modeling. Recent improvements in geographical information systems and wider data availability from urban areas are expanding the body of evidence on longer-term impacts of transportation on urban development, land use, population and employment densities (Kasraian, Maat, Stead, & van Wee, 2016). As Kasraian et al. (2016) note, however, studies of potential bidirectional relationships between transport and land use remain scarce but are necessary to understand which leads and which follows, and how this might differ over time.

Empirical analyses aiming to untangle the land development-transportation links face the classic causality challenge: how can we know if land development (or price) follows transportation investments, or leads them? Relevant techniques include before-and-after studies and time-series analysis, including repeat sales approaches (e.g., McMillen & McDonald, 2004) or instrumental variables (e.g., Baum-Snow, 2007). Another approach entails Granger causality models, as King (2011), Levinson (2008a), and Xie and Levinson (2010) use to assess whether population or transit infrastructure came first, in long-term analyses of New York, Twin Cities (Minneapolis-St. Paul) of Minnesota, and London, respectively. King (2011) found that in New York the subway system did not lead to building densification in surrounding areas, and instead was built in areas which already had a strong commercial presence and were previously well-served by transit services. Xie and Levinson (2010) present some evidence that streetcar network development between 1900 and 1930 preceded residential real estate development within 800 meters of a line in Minneapolis-St Paul. Levinson (2008a) used demographic data from 1871 to 2001 and information about the inauguration of train and subway stations in London to show that rail transport contributed to the densification and urban development of peripheral and suburban regions but that, in the urban core, transport infrastructure was established in already densified areas.

In their review of long-term (10 to 90 years) impacts of transportation networks on land use (land cover, population or employment density, or development type), Kasraian et al. (2016) examine 22 studies from the USA (12 for roads, 5 for rail, and five for road and rail), 21 from Europe (3 for roads, 10 for rail, and 8 for road and rail) and 6 from Asia (2 for roads and 4 for roads and rail). While shorter-term analyses exist in the Latin American context (e.g., Guerra, 2014; Rodríguez & Mojica, 2009), we could find no historical analysis of urban transportation (road and rail) and land development in the region. Following King (2011) and Levinson (2008a), we use Granger Causality analysis of São Paulo’s historical data on transportation and urban development to test which came first, urban development or urban transportation (or if they were parallel), and how this relationship has varied over time and types of infrastructures.

3 Transportation and urban development in São Paulo

Between 1867 and 1875, when three railroads crossing the city were constructed to meet the shipping
demands of the region’s growing coffee economy, São Paulo was home to fewer than 20,000 people and was highly isolated from most of Brazil (Langenbuch, 1971, pp. 25–36). São Paulo quickly became a regional transportation hub and the city’s economy began developing around financial and trade services related to the vast amounts of coffee passing through its still-limited urban area. Even though São Paulo’s regional connectivity vastly improved with the railways, its intra-urban transportation infrastructure remained modest (Langenbuch, 1971, p. 98).

In 1900, a Canadian company, popularly known as “Light,” launched the city’s first electric streetcar route, initiating what would become São Paulo’s first regular mass transportation system (Silva, 2015, ch. 2). Light had an exclusive license to operate streetcars in the city and was responsible for service planning and investments to maintain and expand the system quite freely of public regulations.¹ Light’s deployment of a new streetcar route required a financial equilibrium, in which the potential number of current and future fare-paying clients balanced the costs of establishing and operating the route. On its own, such an approach typically does not provide incentives for transit operators to invest in still-underdeveloped areas and bring transportation first.

Besides the transit service, Light was also the single supplier of electricity and telephone utilities for the city’s households and growing manufacturing sector (Rolnik, 1995, p. 241). Together, these made the company a convenient partner in any real estate business. Light could expect some cross-gains when co-deploying these services. Thus, Light likely had cross-interests in generating real estate appreciation in a “streetcar suburb” (Warner, 1978) model of development. Indeed, the company had its own real estate strategy to acquire properties in anticipation of future returns (Rolnik, 1995, p. 226; Eletropaulo, 1986a), and several of its directors served on the Board of Directors of City Company, a real estate developer that owned 37% of urban land in São Paulo in 1912 (Rolnik, 1995, p. 228–229).

Map 1 shows that in 1929 the streetcar lines nearly entirely overlapped with the city’s urban footprint and even extended beyond the borders to reach some isolated new neighborhoods.²

¹ The exception was the control over the fare values, which were frozen in 1909 by the municipal government.
² Two streetcar extensions toward the south merit attention. The smaller stretch is a streetcar line that substituted a steam tramway opened in 1885, mostly to transport meat from a new municipal slaughterhouse and wood and food produced in the southern region known as Santo Amaro. The passengers on this south strand became relevant only after the line was electrified and integrated into the streetcar system in 1912. The steam services were deactivated and only the initial stretch was electrified. The longer straight line was built in 1913 to reach the settlement of Santo Amaro (STIEL, 1978, ch. 4).
The number of routes and streetcars in São Paulo increased constantly until the second half of the 1920s (Stiel, 1978, ch. 7), when São Paulo approached 1 million inhabitants, with around 500 streetcars serving 200 million trips per year (Mendes, 1992, p. 59). São Paulo's urban area also expanded by almost 700% between 1897 and 1929, while its manufacturing base grew rapidly and its population growth was fueled by constant and increasing immigration, first from Europe and later from the Brazilian northeast (Caldeira, 2000, ch. 6). Urban infrastructure struggled to keep up with the rapid growth and changing urban conditions.

The incipient energy production infrastructure could not keep pace with the city’s growth, leading to many energy crises. To avoid impacts on manufacturing and household consumption, Light constantly opted to reduce its operational fleet of electric-powered streetcars (Stiel, 1978, p. 24), and small private buses began to circulate independently and informally around the city (Silva, 2015, pp. 74–76). At the same time, streetcar fares remained frozen, despite inflation, reducing the fares' real value by two-thirds compared to 1909 prices (Rolnik, 1995, p. 165). The streetcar system, which had been Light’s most profitable service during its first years of operation, became less attractive (Mendes, 1992). The system became outdated and operational problems created daily headaches for riders (Eletropaulo, 1986b).

By the 1920s, São Paulo began experiencing urban problems similar to the ones it faces today: traffic congestion, lack of parking, floods, informal settlements, and urban disorder. Under pressure to improve and expand its streetcar network, Light proposed in 1927 that the city government extend its transit service contract under new terms in return for making considerable new investments to remodel the system, as part of its “Integrated Transportation Plan” (Silva, 2015, ch. 4). The plan proposed to increase the number of streetcars and expand the streetcar network by 50%, operate a unified bus service integrated with the streetcars, deploy underground sections in the city core, implement an express tram system with segregated trunk lines, and expand the feeder lines with streetcars and buses (Eletropaulo, 1986b). To implement the plan, Light called for controversial fare increases and a monopoly on streetcar and bus services (Eletropaulo, 1986b; Vitte & Imaeda, 2007).

At the same time, another extensive plan was under debate: to build avenues from the city center to the suburbs and redesign the commercial streets in the city core (called the “Avenue Plan”). The differences between the Avenue Plan and Light’s Integrated Transportation Plan sparked furious debate among local decision makers, real estate business interest groups, the press, and commuters (Silva, 2015, ch. 4–5). Technical reports and newspaper articles for and against Light’s Plan were published. Despite Light’s local political connections and support for its plan from transportation and urban planning experts, the company faced criticism by the media and daily users due to the poor commuting conditions (Silva, 2015, ch. 4).

Eventually, the political and technical elites of the city decided that streetcars were less flexible, more expensive, and unable to support urban decentralization. At this point in time, urban concentration was considered undesirable and high population density was seen as a sanitary, social, and moral problem responsible for the spread of illnesses and vagrancy (Kowarick & Frúgoli, 2016, p. 125). In 1930, a coup resulted in a pro-industrial nationalist dictatorship, characterized by a centralization of powers at the national level. The automobile industry became a centerpiece of the national development strategy in the next decades, with road transportation investments following suit. In São Paulo, this meant the adoption of the Avenue Plan, created by the engineer Prestes Maia. While initially implemented in the early 1930s, the Plan gained momentum when Maia was first named mayor of São Paulo (1938–45).

Meanwhile, Light’s Plan was abandoned and the streetcar system decayed, gradually replaced by bus services. The number of buses in circulation increased from between one and two hundred in 1926 to three thousand by 1958 (Stiel, 1978). In 1948, streetcars accounted for 52.2% of total public transit trips; by 1966 this number fell to 2.4%. The Avenue Plan facilitated the rapid increase in bus services, opening new frontiers for city expansion. Furthermore, producing a series of radial avenues from the
center to the suburbs, which required considerable demolition and relocation, the plan remodeled the central region. According to Caldeira (2000, p. 219), by favoring roads and buses over streetcars, the plan “made possible the expansion of the city toward the periphery.”

From the 1940s until the late 1960s, the implementation of the Avenue Plan (with various adjustments including contributions by Robert Moses) and the expansion of bus services dominated São Paulo’s transportation investment agenda. Car use was limited to wealthy families (Stiel, 1978, p. 11-39), with the vast majority of poor and middle-income individuals using public transit for their daily commute to work (91.2% of these trips in 1966; Velze, 1968). Only after the 1970s did car ownership become widespread among the Brazilian middle class3; in 1977, among families below median income, buses still accounted for about 90% of public transit trips and 71% of motorized trips (Metrô, 1977). In short, poor families’ commuting during this period was almost exclusively by bus (Graph 1).

![Graph 1. Changes in mode share and differences between the 50% poorest and wealthiest in the Metropolitan Region of São Paulo—1977 to 2007](source)


If the city grew significantly prior to 1940, its growth exploded across its borders in a vast process of peripheral expansion in the following decades. Its urban area increased more than 1,220% between 1929 and 1980. At the same time, neither the government nor the private market could meet the demand for low-cost housing; with no alternative, the low-income population self-built houses in areas far from the city center, without infrastructure, where land was inexpensive (Bonduki & Rolnik, 1979; Caldeira, 2000, ch. 6). In the 1940s and 1950s the popular motto “São Paulo cannot stop” emphasized its promising future; in 1972, when the first master plan in São Paulo was approved, the mayor recognized the city’s unbridled and disorderly urban growth and stated that “São Paulo must stop” (Somekh, 2014, p. 36). Under-regulated and under-serviced peripheral settlements drove urban dispersion (Caldeira, 2000, ch. 6; Rolnik, 1995), leading to profound socio-spatial inequality (Bonduki & Rolnik, 1979).

Investments in mass public transit only resumed in 1968 with the start of construction of São Paulo’s first stretch of subway, which began operations in 1974. By this time, São Paulo was a large metropolis, and its urban area had already expanded beyond its borders. The series of maps combined

---

3 In 1950, there were 63,000 motor vehicles in the city of São Paulo (Caldeira, 2000, p. 228), the equivalent of 29 vehicles per 1,000 inhabitants, a small fraction of today’s value: 212/1,000 in 2017 (Metrô, 2019).
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on Map 2 shows how the urban footprint evolved from Light’s urban rail and subway plan proposed in the 1920s to the 1968 subway plan. The map also includes a plan proposed by technicians of the Paris Subway, who were hired in 1947. In the first plans, proposed lines were to reach or approach the city limits, but over time the city sprawled while the planned transit networks only covered already urbanized areas. The final map shows the subway network as of 2013, demonstrating that only some of the planned lines were, in fact, implemented more than 30 years later.

Map 2. Selected mass transit routes proposed over the history of São Paulo and subway lines running in 2013

Source: The authors with transit plans GIS files from Lisbôa (2019), subway lines in 2013 from GeoSampa, and urban footprint polygons from EMPLASA (2002)

In 1980, São Paulo was home to around 8.5 million people, with other cities in the metropolitan area accounting for another 4 million people. Over the following decades, the city’s population growth rates reduced drastically: from an annual average of 4.75% between 1940 and 1980 to 0.94% from 1980 to 2010. During the latter period, São Paulo expanded its nascent subway system and modernized its commuter rail services, including the construction of new stations. Several new bus corridors were also deployed, especially during the 2000s. At the end of 2017, the São Paulo metropolitan region’s
high-capacity transit infrastructure comprised 81.1 kilometers of subway lines (with 71 stations), 273 kilometers of commuter rail (94 stations) and 168 kilometers of bus corridors. These efforts to improve public transit service have not, however, proved sufficient to reverse the long-term trend of increasing car use (see Graph 1).

Caldeira (2000, ch. 6) claims that São Paulo's peripheral urban growth was based on road transportation and the expansion of bus services. However, the simple temporal correlation between urban expansion, investments in road infrastructure, and bus fleet growth is not enough to validate this claim. Did new radial avenues and expanded bus services reach undeveloped areas, stimulating outskirt settlements? Or, were the roads and services gradually expanded to areas which had previously been occupied, responding to political pressure from the new residents? In this paper, we work with data on road infrastructure and mass-transit investments, among other datasets, to offer detailed empirical evidence on how transportation infrastructure development interacted with São Paulo's urban growth patterns, a gap in the literature that deserves more attention.

3.1 Hypotheses

São Paulo's rapid expansion and the complex development of its transportation system raises the question of whether urban expansion led transportation network growth, or vice versa. Which came first? Three hypotheses can be derived from this question. The first is the “reactive transportation hypothesis”: transportation followed urban expansion and densification; in other words, transportation investments reacted to urbanization, responding to increased demand for transportation and local political pressure. The second is the “leading transportation hypothesis,” which is the opposite of the first: urban expansion or densification follows transportation infrastructure investments in previously under-developed areas.

These two opposing hypotheses result from different kinds of incentives. Transportation leading urbanization has few apparent political incentives, as it will not translate into short-term votes or political support; still, important financial players (e.g., landowners, speculators) may have much to gain (and influence) from transportation investment in remote areas. On the other hand, transportation reacting to urbanization, through investments in already built-up areas, are considerably more expensive (Glaeser & Ponzetto, 2017). In other words, it can be cheaper to invest in transport prior to urban development and densification rather than react to urban development and invest afterwards. However, the latter strategy would require that transportation planners reasonably forecast where development will take place and can act in advance of it.

The third hypothesis is what Levinson (2008b) calls the “orderliness hypothesis”: with transportation built concurrently with urbanization. This hypothesis assumes planning capacity to deploy transportation infrastructure in concert with urban development or densification. The government would benefit from the financial savings of building in areas that are not yet consolidated while simultaneously producing a land development-inducing effect, generating more ridership and fare revenues. At face value, this third hypothesis represents a ‘rational government,” investing concurrently with new developments.

Although we have referred to “transportation investments,” in general, the infrastructure type matters. Relative to mass transit infrastructure, roadway construction typically requires less investment and lower maintenance costs and offers greater flexibility. The higher costs of deploying and maintaining urban rail and dedicated bus-priority systems requires more planning and involves more risk. As the brief history above shows, different transportation modes played different roles throughout São Paulo's urban development. Thus, the relationship between transportation and urban development may vary according to the prevailing transport mode and the period of analysis. It may also vary depending on the kind of urban development: urban expansion, with the city advancing over previously non-urbanized
areas; and/or, urban densification based on building upwards.

From existing literature and São Paulo’s urban development background, a priori hypotheses for the different transport infrastructures in different periods are somewhat ambiguous. For roads and São Paulo’s urban expansion, the “leading transportation hypothesis” seems to be aligned with the literature highlighting the central role of road transportation in contributing to peripheral urbanization. This relationship should intensify in the 1930s, when the city started to grow rapidly based on immigration, and the Avenues Plan began to be implemented and the bus system expanded. For mass transit, expectations are less clear. Urban rail investments involve more costs and risks, so we might expect that such investments will be made in a more “rational” and planned manner, following the “orderliness hypothesis.” Over time in São Paulo, however, various mass transit investment plans have not been implemented, raising doubts about the government’s ability to act as expected and take advantage of “joint” transportation and urban development. Mass transit should intensify building densities in central areas where land prices are high, but could also intensify expansion in an “orderly” “streetcar suburb” model during the Light era. This existing ambiguity regarding the three possible hypotheses makes clear the need for empirical investigation of transportation and urban development in the São Paulo context.

4 Empirical analysis

Our empirical strategy uses Granger causality models to explore transportation and urban development, assessing whether expansions in the road and mass transit networks led, followed, or were concurrent with urban development and building densification over different periods of São Paulo’s history. If urbanization preceded investments in transportation infrastructure, we have evidence for the first hypothesis; if transportation infrastructure led increases in population density, the evidence supports the second hypothesis; evidence of bi-directional Granger causality supports the third, “orderliness” hypothesis.

4.1 Data

We compiled historical Geographic Information System (GIS) data to depict how land use and transportation networks evolved throughout São Paulo’s history. By working with raster and vector data, the boundaries of the geographical units of analysis could be defined according to the research requirements. We used a grid of square cells measuring 2 km on each side to calculate the following four metrics to represent the urban and transportation development in each cell $i$ at time $t$.

Urban Development Variables
- Urbanization Rate: $U_{i,t} = \frac{Urb_{i,t}}{Area_{i}}$, where $Urb_{i,t}$ is the urbanized area in grid $i$ at time $t$, and $Area_{i}$ is the total area of grid $i$.
- Number of buildings with more than 3 floors: $N_{i,t}$

Transportation Development Variables
- Mass transit network length: $Tnt_{i,t}$
- Road (highways and avenues) network length: $Rnt_{i,t}$

4 We adopted a square grid as described in King (2011). To define the cell dimensions, we tested sizes ranging from one to four kilometers and observed the results from the models described in the next section. The smaller the cell area, the less statistically significant local effects are, and the more significant the effect of neighboring cells become (see next section for more details about how neighboring effects were approached in the models). When larger cells are used, local and neighborhood effects are weak. Square cells measuring two kilometers on each side were chosen because the local effects are more relevant than neighborhood effects, as expected for a transportation infrastructure impact. Note that this dimension is coherent with the general reference that mass transit infrastructure service area is roughly a one-kilometer-radius, despite the uncertainties generated by Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) and the possibility of infrastructure being located near the cell border.
We calculated the urbanization rate in each period for each of the resulting 489 cells using the series of digital maps showing the extension of the metropolis’ urban area in selected years since 1881. Variation in this variable is a proxy for urban expansion. Map 3 depicts the grid adopted and the evolution of São Paulo’s urban footprint with current city borders.\(^5\) The shape and size of the city were captured using digital cartography of old maps and remote sensing analysis developed by the Metropolitan Planning Company of São Paulo (EMPLASA, 2002). Polygons of São Paulo’s urban footprint in 1881, 1897, 1914, 1929, 1947, 1962, 1980, 1997 and 2013 were used\(^6\) in our empirical analysis, limiting our panel data to nine observations, with 15-year to 18-year periods between them. Measuring the urban footprint of the city from this data accounts for informal settlements, a phenomenon of great relevance when studying the urban development of São Paulo.

We also measured the number of buildings in the aforementioned years for each cell. The number of buildings is a proxy for building density in the cell.\(^7\) The data come from São Paulo’s property tax records and, for each unit, include the square footage, type and year of construction, use, among other information. The database is updated annually by the São Paulo City Secretary of Finance for tax collection purposes, and is similar to the New York City Primary Land Use Tax Output (PLUTO) used by King (2011). Unit information was aggregated at the parcel level. To proxy for a measurement of the vertical development of the city, we use the construction date of each apartment or office building with more than three floors.\(^8\)

One challenge of using this database for approximating density is we cannot be certain that the original structures are still in place, since buildings may have been constructed where another building stood previously, information not contained in the database. This potential bias is reduced by only including buildings with more than three floors. Demolition of buildings with more than three floors is rare;\(^9\) tall buildings built where another tall building previously stood represent a tiny component of the total number of buildings.

Map 4 and Graph 2 indicate that, as expected, buildings are higher and more frequent close to the city core. However, the presence of buildings with more than three-stories in almost the entire urban area of the city is also notable and consistent with Somekh’s (2014) characterization of São Paulo as a highly vertical city. Another notable aspect is the existence of horizontal expanses that are not on the urban fringes. These areas overlap with construction restrictions due to land-use regulations and constraints, such as low-density zoning, landmarked historical districts, airports, parks, cemeteries, and university campuses. We control for these restrictions with control variables for the respective grid cells. Note, also, that many cells have missing values, meaning that these cells had no buildings in the past. In reality, we do not know if this means that there were no buildings with more than 3 floors in the area or if the information for this area is incomplete. Given the location of those cells we assumed that cells with missing information had no buildings with more than 3 floors.\(^10\) We check if our results are robust to eliminating those observations in the following section.

---

\(^5\) São Paulo had just one jurisdictional boundary change during the period of analysis, with the annexation of Santo Amaro municipality in 1935. This consolidation does not affect our data and results.

\(^6\) The urban footprint for 2013 were produced by the authors using EMPLASA’s polygons to define the training areas for supervised classification remote sensing of LANDSAT 7 images processed on ENVI 5.4.

\(^7\) Since the areas are the same for each cell, there was no need to normalize the variable by area.

\(^8\) In 2017, there were 2,917,255 properties in São Paulo classified as residential or commercial units, and 49% of them were in one of the 57,832 vertical buildings in the city. Of these buildings, 94% had more than three floors. The median age of the buildings in São Paulo was 40 years. In New York, the median age of all buildings was 70 years in 2011 (King, 2011, p. 25).

\(^9\) According to demolition authorizations granted by the Municipal Secretary of Urbanism and Licensing, less than 0.01% of three-story buildings that existed in 2000 were demolished during the following decade.

\(^10\) Even though informal settlements are not included in property tax records, multi-family buildings with more than 3 floors in these areas are rare. The urbanization rate measurement accounts for informal settlements that are typically horizontal areas.
**Map 3.** Square grid of analysis and the evolution in São Paulo’s urban area, 1881–2013

Source: The authors, using data from EMPLASA (2002) and classified Landsat 7 images

**Map 4.** Distribution of three-stories buildings in São Paulo and its construction year, 1881–2013

Source: The authors, using data from São Paulo’s land-use tax database

**Graph 2.** Building height, as a function of distance from the city center in São Paulo, 2013

Source: The authors, using data from São Paulo’s land-use tax database
On the transportation side, we compiled into a single dataset GIS and historical data of old and current transit infrastructure (the location and when it began or ceased operations). Data on the subway, commuter rail, bus corridor, and highway systems were obtained directly from the public authorities responsible for operating each system and from the city of São Paulo’s geospatial data website. Former streetcar lines were mapped using the detailed route descriptions available in Stiel (1978) and suburban rail data come from Giesbrecht (2001, 2018). The extent (in kilometers) of mass transit lines operating in each cell in each year is the measure of public transportation development used in our analysis.

We also include the extent of the arterial road network in each cell for each period. São Paulo’s city government maintains a database containing information about each street, avenue, and park in the city, including current and former official names, and when these were officially defined. Maintaining this information accurately and reliably is especially important for purposes of real estate registration and tax collection. We considered the date that a street, avenue or highway became official in the city as its inauguration, so we were able to trace the development of the main roadway system of São Paulo. Only streets, avenues and highways considered as structural in the city’s Master Plan were included. In a number of cases, determining the date that certain main avenues were established is impossible, since they were not “inaugurated,” but rather formalized over the years. We assume that these informal and likely precarious routes were not part of the urban network and were not regularly used for heavy traffic. The formalization of such roads in the city is often the way an urban road becomes established and paved, permitting, for example, the circulation of urban buses. Other streets and avenues have a clear inauguration date.

Admittedly, network length is not the best measure of transportation capacity or accessibility. Many other attributes better characterize public transit networks, such as frequency of service, time and cost of travel, and measures of accessibility to jobs and public services. Ideally, we would have included historical spatial data on formal and informal bus routes that operated in the city. However, consistent and comprehensive historical data for these measurements were unavailable. The network length variables provide a consistent historical data series, which was not possible for other transportation indicators.

4.2 **Empirical strategy**

We test our hypotheses using Granger causality, following Levinson (2008a) and King (2011) (see, also, Cervero & Hansen; 2002; Fulton, Noland, Meszler, & Thomas, 2000). Granger’s test verifies whether certain phenomena are leading indicators of a specific phenomenon of interest, measuring the ability to predict future values of a dependent variable using prior values of independent variables. Granger models were developed to determine the direction of causality among related variables (Granger, 1969), but do not offer “true causality” verification. Granger estimated coefficients indicate how strong a relationship between variables is over time and whether changes in an independent variable are a leading indicator of future changes in a dependent variable (Angrist & Pischke, 2008, p. 177). The results of these models should not be interpreted as proof of strict causation, but rather as predictive causality (or Granger causality) – an estimate of the strength of the relationship between the presence of one phenomenon and the subsequent measurement of another. In this case, we measured whether transportation improvements during one period predict urban development in the subsequent period in each grid cell. We then did the inverse, with lagged urban development measures predicting transportation investments in the subsequent period.

More specifically, we use the same model for different dependent variables of interest: urbanization rate ($U_{it}$) in Model 1, number of buildings ($N_{it}$) in Model 2, mass transit network length ($T_{nti,t}$) in Model 3, and road network length ($R_{nti,t}$) in Model 4. Following Levinson (2008a), the general model
(using Model 1 as an example) is:

\[
U_{i,t} = \beta_1 U_{i,t-1} + \beta_2 \Delta T_{n,t-1} + \beta_3 \Delta R_{n,t-1} + \beta_4 W\Delta T_{n,t-1} + \beta_5 W\Delta R_{n,t-1} + \beta_6 \Delta N_{i,t-1} + \beta_7 W\Delta N_{i,t-1} + \beta_8 W\Delta U_{i,t-1} + \beta_9 Z'_{i,t} + \beta_{10} \Delta C_{i,t-1} + \epsilon_{i,t}
\]

(1)

We expect the percentage of urbanized area of a cell in a period \((U_{i,t})\) to be explained by the urbanization rate observed in the same cell in the previous decade \((U_{i,t-1})\), which is commonly known as temporal autocorrelation when working with time-series cross-sections. Transportation improvements occurring during the previous period are expected to affect subsequent urban development measures, so the model includes lagged road network length change \((\Delta R_{n,t-1})\) and mass transit network length change \((\Delta T_{n,t-1})\). What happens in neighboring cells might also have some impact (i.e., spatial autocorrelation), so neighbor cells’ changes in the transportation network (i.e., \(W\Delta T_{n,t-1}\)) and urbanization (i.e., \(W\Delta N_{i,t-1}\)) were included in the model using a matrix of spatial interaction weights \((W)\). Given the concentric and radial characteristics of the city, we built a directional (or anisotropic) queen contiguity weight matrix (illustrated in Figure 1): for each cell (in red) we consider as neighbors (in blue) just the cells that are closer to the city center (Sé Square in the case of São Paulo, indicated by *). As there is no negative variation between periods in the urban and transportation development variables previously described, negative coefficients are unexpected and one-tailed p-values were used to test the significance of the coefficients for these variables in the regressions reported in the next section.

We controlled for a vector of cell-specific variables that do not change with time \((Z'_{i})\) and can influence urbanization, capturing area fixed effects: distance from the CBD, terrain roughness\(^{13}\) and restrictions on building heights.\(^{14}\) Additionally, if São Paulo expands, areas within the city are also more likely to expand, so changes in the percentage of urban area throughout the city during the previous period \((\Delta C_{i,t-1})\) were also considered in the model as a time-specific variable that does not change within cells.

One might argue that the model should control for socio-economic variables. Brazil’s first census is from 1872, but since then the city has been geographically divided in many different ways for census and survey purposes. There is no consistent spatial unit for historical socio-economic data disaggregated within the city. Also due to data availability constraints, we had to limit our analysis to São Paulo, as road development data were not available for other cities in the metropolitan region.

Finally, working with time series cross-sectional data introduces potential temporal autocorrelation. Several panel data techniques have been developed to address this potential bias when working with this kind of data. Ordinary least squares (OLS) with panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE) and using a lagged dependent variable, as proposed by Beck & Katz (1995), is one of the most often used. The Arellano-Bond estimator is also often used in dynamic panel models, but it does not allow the inclusion of time-constant variables, such as distance from the CBD - an important control variable in our models. So, we use PCSE and a balanced panel dataset.
4.3 Results

Table 1 presents the results for the four models using the whole sample. The Granger effects of transportation factors in urban expansion are significant only for improvements in the local road network (Model 1). This means that over São Paulo’s history, urban expansion followed road improvements. At the same time, Model 3 indicates that urban expansion was also followed by road investments. So, roads and urban expansion have pushed and pulled each other in parallel over São Paulo’s history, supporting the “orderliness hypothesis” in this case. In contrast, and consistent with the historical overview of São Paulo’s urban and transportation development, mass transit investment in the previous period is not a significant predictor of urban expansion (Model 1). Urban expansion is also not a significant predictor for mass transit extension (Model 4). That is, mass transit does not push expansion and expansion does not pull mass transit.

Turning to density, we find no significant effect of road network growth on building densification (Model 2) and vice versa (Model 3); road network growth and building density do not feed each other. In contrast, we find evidence that mass transit infrastructure investment led to building densification (Model 2); but, increases in the number of buildings were not followed by additional mass transit investment (Model 4). In other words, the “orderliness hypothesis” identified for road investment and urban expansion is not observed for mass transit and new buildings; instead, we find evidence of the “leading transportation” phenomenon.
### Table 1. Results for 1881–2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Predicting Urban Rate (Model 1)</th>
<th>Predicting Nº Buildings (Model 2)</th>
<th>Predicting Road Network Length (Model 3)</th>
<th>Predicting Transit Network Length (Model 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>P-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.1200 (0.0105)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
<td>25.7178 (4.8893)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Predicted Variable (t-1)</td>
<td>0.8341 (0.0112)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
<td>1.061 (0.009)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Urban Rate (t-1 - t-2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.0476 (12.974)</td>
<td>0.3192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neighbor Urban Rate (t-1 - t-2)</td>
<td>0.2327 (0.0202)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
<td>-63.9962 (14.665)</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Nº Buildings (t-1 - t-2)</td>
<td>0.0000 (0.0000)</td>
<td>0.2177</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neighbor Nº Buildings (t-1 - t-2)</td>
<td>0.0000 (0.0000)</td>
<td>0.8508</td>
<td>0.2275 (0.0142)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Road Network Length (t-1 - t-2)</td>
<td>0.0111 (0.0033)</td>
<td>0.0004 ***</td>
<td>0.9592 (1.6991)</td>
<td>0.2878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neighbor Road Network Length (t-1 - t-2)</td>
<td>0.0189 (0.0041)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
<td>-5.6229 (2.1588)</td>
<td>0.9953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Mass Transit Network Length (t-1 - t-2)</td>
<td>-0.0014 (0.0012)</td>
<td>0.8809</td>
<td>9.2983 (0.6111)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neighbor Mass Transit Network Length (t-1 - t-2)</td>
<td>0.0005 (0.0008)</td>
<td>0.2710</td>
<td>-0.3902 (0.4193)</td>
<td>0.8238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Predicted Variable in the whole City (t - t-1)</td>
<td>0.8888 (0.0476)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
<td>0.0024 (0.0002)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to CBD</td>
<td>-0.0045 (0.0004)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
<td>-1.3875 (0.1916)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrain roughness</td>
<td>-0.0011 (0.0002)</td>
<td>0.0000 ***</td>
<td>-0.1437 (0.1092)</td>
<td>0.1882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land-use restrictions</td>
<td>-0.0575 (0.0183)</td>
<td>0.0017 ***</td>
<td>-13.6389 (9.3982)</td>
<td>0.1468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nº Observations</td>
<td>2723</td>
<td>2723</td>
<td>2723</td>
<td>2723</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Significance threshold: * 0.1, ** 0.05, *** 0.01. Standard deviation calculated as panel-corrected SE. t-1 indicates 13-year to 18-year lag. Balanced panel dataset with 389 grid cells (2km). Cells with urbanization rate and number of buildings equal to zero in the end-period were included in the regression.
The control variables have the expected coefficient estimates. Model 4 reveals the inertial tendency of mass transit in São Paulo, which is only explained by its lagged value, the variation in the entire city, the cell’s distance to CBD and the presence of land-use restrictions. Interestingly, since building density does not follow urban expansion (Model 2), our results suggest that the city is sprawling outward, but not, subsequently, upward; as expected, since São Paulo’s sprawl was pushed by low-income self-built housing. When predicting the percentage of urban area in each cell per period (Model 1), the cell’s lagged urban rate value is highly significant and approaches one, as expected from a Granger causality model, and because the urban footprint in each cell should remain the same between periods in the absence of outside factors. Indeed, the lagged value of the predicted variable is significant with a parameter close to one in all the models, also a reason for the high R2 values (ranging between 0.83 and 0.93). In this case, a large R2 might also be signaling endogeneity.

Non-lagged changes in city size are also significant and positive. All the stationary variables are negatively significant in Model 1, revealing that urbanization declines with distance from the city core, terrain roughness, and the presence of land-use regulations restricting tall buildings as expected.

Table 2 presents estimated elasticities of relevant significant urban- and transportation-development coefficients from all models.15 Interestingly, the estimates suggest that mass transit had a stronger effect on building densification in relevant cells than road network expansion did on urbanization, but this effect is local and does not spread to neighboring cells.

Table 2. Elasticities from models 1 to 4 1881–2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Urban Rate Model 1</th>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Road Network Length Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δ Road Network Length 0.0007 ***</td>
<td>Δ Urban Rate 0.0028 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Road Network Length 0.0012 ***</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Urban Rate 0.0007 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Mass Transit Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Mass Transit Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Nº Buildings Model 2</th>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Mass Transit Network Length Model 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δ Road Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Urban Rate -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Road Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Urban Rate -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Mass Transit Network Length 0.0040 ***</td>
<td>Δ Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Mass Transit Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Significance threshold: * 0.1, ** 0.05, *** 0.01. Balanced panel dataset with 389 grid cells (2km). Cells with urbanization rate and number of buildings equal to zero in the end-period were included in the regression.

15 Elasticities were calculated following Levinson (2008a) using mean values of our independent (changes in urban and transportation measurements) and dependent variables, and the significant Granger coefficients of impact estimated in the regression analyses. More specifically, the elasticities were calculated as:

\[
\text{Elasticity} = \frac{0.01 \times \text{mean(IndepVar)} \times \text{GrangerCoef}}{\text{mean(DepVar)}}
\]
The results presented in Tables 1 and 2 cover nearly 150 years, from 1881 to 2013. However, São Paulo's transport and urbanization history can arguably be distinguished by periods marked by a few critical junctures: the first decades of significant urban growth in the city of São Paulo, between 1881 and 1929, before the decision to prioritize road development; and the period after “modern” investment in mass transit, starting in 1974. We apply the same analytical approach as above, for these three distinct periods. Table 3 presents the estimated elasticities for the period between 1881 and 1929, which suggest different development forces at work until the third decade of the twentieth century. In this early period, we already observe the orderliness of development for roads and urban expansion as exhibited in the longer-period analysis. However, during the first years of the 20th century in São Paulo, public transit development also conformed to the “orderliness hypothesis,” leading and following urban expansion (Models 1.1 and 4.1, respectively) and consistent with a “streetcar suburb” (Warner, 1978) model of development. Relative to the “orderliness” roadway effect on urbanization observed for the entire period, the mass transit network effect was more modest during this shorter period. The results suggest that public transit followed city growth during this multi-modal-induced urbanization era, reaching areas close to what was then the boundary of the dense urban area of São Paulo.

Table 3. Elasticities from Models 1.1 to 4.1, São Paulo, 1881–1929

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Urban Rate</th>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Road Network Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 1.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model 2.1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Road Network Length 0.0003 **</td>
<td>Δ Urban Rate 0.0009 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Road Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Urban Rate -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Mass Transit Network Length 0.0001 **</td>
<td>Δ Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Mass Transit Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Nº Buildings</th>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Mass Transit Network Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 3.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model 4.1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Road Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Urban Rate 0.0019 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Road Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Urban Rate -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Mass Transit Network Length 0.0038 ***</td>
<td>Δ Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Mass Transit Network Length 0.0128 ***</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Significance threshold: * 0.1, ** 0.05, *** 0.01. Balanced panel dataset with 535 grid cells (0.75km). Cells with urbanization rate and number of buildings equal to zero in the end-period were included in the regression.

Interestingly, we find a Granger effect of mass transit on building density in this early period when the number of vertical buildings was low, only around two hundred buildings with more than three floors in 1929. These results show how streetcars, the prevalent transportation mode in this period, played a central role in the urban structure of São Paulo during this first era. The expansion of the Trolley system interacted with both the city’s vertical development and urban expansion.

The decades between 1929-1974 mark the period of most intense population, urban and economic growth in the history of São Paulo and also encompass the period when most of the road infrastructure

---

16 To allow shorter intervals and more observations, we included polygons of the urban footprint of the city mapped by Kako (2013) using the same method used byEMPLASA (2002). Observations for the following years compose the panel dataset: 1881, 1890, 1897, 1905, 1914, 1922, 1929. The data sources for buildings, road development, and mass transit infrastructure are the same as used before. Considering that the city in 1929 was just 10% of its urban area in 2013, we conducted new tests to define the cell size adequate for this shorter period, and we end up using square cells measuring 750 meters on each side. The table of OLS results for the period 1881-1929 are available in the Appendices.
planned and not planned in the Avenues Plan – was implemented. São Paulo’s population increased by 7 times during this period (from one million to seven million inhabitants) while its urban area increased by more than 10 times. The results (Table 4) indicate that this period did not match the intrinsic land-use-transportation relationship observed in the previous period. Few investments in public transport were made during these decades, and mass-transit oriented development fails to characterize São Paulo’s urban development, with non-significant results in models 1.2, 2.2, and 4.2. The only significant land use-transportation relationship in this period supports the reactive transportation hypothesis (Model 3.2). In other words, throughout this period of immense growth in the city, road transportation was only able to keep up with São Paulo’s urban expansion but did not guide or direct it.

Table 4. Elasticities, from Models 1.2 to 4.2 for 1929-1974

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Urban Rate</th>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Road Network Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 1.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model 3.2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Road Network Length</td>
<td>Δ Urban Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Road Network Length</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Urban Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Mass Transit Network Length</td>
<td>Δ Nº Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Mass Transit Network Length</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Nº Buildings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Nº Buildings</th>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Mass Transit Network Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 2.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model 4.2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Road Network Length</td>
<td>Δ Urban Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Road Network Length</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Urban Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Mass Transit Network Length</td>
<td>Δ Nº Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Mass Transit Network Length</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Nº Buildings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Significance threshold: * 0.1, ** 0.05, *** 0.01. Balanced panel dataset with 557 grid cells (1.5km). Cells with urbanization rate and number of buildings equal to zero in the end-period were not included in the regression.

Finally, examining the most recent period, 1974 to 2013, supports the “orderliness” hypothesis for roadways: São Paulo’s road network investment and urban expansion push each other (Models 1.3 and 3.3). Notably, the strength of the push/pull of roadways and urban expansion are lower during this later period. Interestingly, although representing the time when the city’s “modern” mass transit infrastructure was built, this period reveals no relationship between transit infrastructure and densification. This suggests that all transit-led “densification” in the city happened during the early era of São Paulo’s urbanization.

---

17 We considered square cells measuring 1,5 kilometers on each side and observations for the following years: 1929, 1935, 1942, 1949, 1954, 1962, 1968, 1974. The table of OLS results for the period 1929-1974 are available in the Appendices.


19 Admittedly, the imperfect way we capture building density in this analysis could mask important densification that actually took place in the form of new towers replacing smaller towers.
Table 5. Elasticities, from Models 1.3 to 4.3 for 1974–2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Urban Rate</th>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Road Network Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1.3</td>
<td>Model 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Road Network Length 0.0001 ***</td>
<td>Δ Urban Rate 0.0009 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Road Network Length 0.0003 ***</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Urban Rate -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Mass Transit Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Mass Transit Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Nº Buildings</th>
<th>Elasticities - Predicting Mass Transit Network Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 2.3</td>
<td>Model 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Road Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Urban Rate -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Road Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Urban Rate -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Mass Transit Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Neigh. Mass Transit Network Length -</td>
<td>Δ Neighbor Nº Buildings -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Urban Rate 0.0012 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Significance threshold: * 0.1, ** 0.05, *** 0.01. Balanced panel dataset with 372 grid cells (2km). Cells with urbanization rate and number of buildings equal to zero in the end-period were included in the regression.

Comparing the entire period to the earlier and later sub-periods of São Paulo’s development shows distinct patterns. In the pre-car period (1881 to 1929), public transit and urbanization developed in concert while road investments reacted to urban expansion (itself being driven in part by transit investments). When, after nearly half a century of no investments, mass transit investment does resume, road transport and expansion continue to move together, while public transit has no observable role in urban expansion or densification. In fact, density along transit corridors is currently relatively low in São Paulo as recognized by the 2014 Master Plan that called for lower densities outside transit corridors and higher densities in areas within 800m of them. Table 6 summarizes the land-use and transportation connection found for each period considered.

Table 6. Transportation and urban development connections for different periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads Ordered</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Roads Ordered</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Transit</td>
<td>Leading Transport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At least two limitations to our analysis cast some doubt on the results. First, for cells with missing information about the number of buildings with more than 3 floors, this variable was set to zero.20 This poses two problems. First, the actual value for this variable might not be zero, although we believe that this is very unlikely given the location of those cases. Second, the large proportion of “zeros” in an

---

20 We would like to thank an anonymous referee for calling our attention to this matter.
independent variable might distort the results. To assess possible impacts on our results, we ran all the regressions, considering just cells with no missing information. The results (Tables 10 to 17 in Appendix B) show no changes relative to the results presented in Tables 1 to 6. Another limitation is that the coefficients on the lagged variable are close to 1, making us suspect that the series might be non-stationary. We ran the system in differences to correct for this potential problem and get the same results (Table 18 in Appendix B). So, we believe that our results are somewhat robust to different samples and specifications.

5 Discussion and conclusions

Interestingly, for the whole period analyzed, orderliness was only found for the relationship between road transport and urban expansion. This means that once a new settlement is established roads will follow and, once roads are built, urbanization will follow. Living in a settlement requires some accessibility. New settlements apparently pressure the government to pave the precarious roads necessary for initial settlement and these new roads further open the opportunity for new settlements. This suggests “orderliness,” but does not imply real planning. The lack of connection between road transport and building densification suggests a perpetual process: a more distant place is occupied instead of consolidating the existing.

This result is aligned with a hypothesis commonly stated in the literature that road transportation played an important role in the expansion of São Paulo’s low-income peripheries. But, it also shows urban expansion drove road network infrastructure growth. Although we lacked historical spatial data on formal and informal bus routes, part of the effect is likely due to the expansion of bus services (formal and informal), since poor workers living on the periphery rarely relied on cars for daily travel until the end of the 1970s (see Graph 1).

For the entire period, both road and mass transit investments were followed by some kind of urban development: urban expansion in the case of new roads and vertical buildings in the case of mass transit. The latter suggests the “leading transportation hypothesis,” with mass transit stimulating densification, a commonly recommended practice in modern land use and transportation planning (i.e., transit-oriented development).

However, more detailed analysis finds that the relationship between mass transit and densification only holds for São Paulo’s early streetcar era. In the early twentieth century, the golden era of streetcars, public transit led and followed the expansion of the city’s urban footprint. This evidence is aligned with a “streetcar suburb” model of development elsewhere in the world at this time (e.g., London, Boston) (Levinson, 2008b; Warner, 1978): streetcars and railways were stimulating land development and value appreciation in the early twentieth century, generating cross-profits from real estate. The Light Company’s ties to real estate activities, as briefly mentioned, can help in understanding this phenomenon of “coordinated” growth in São Paulo in this period. Since those two activities (mass transit and housing development) present cross externalities, coordinating them leads to a more efficient model of urban growth.

Uncontrolled urban growth intensified during the following period when real estate development had no ties to public transit operators. In the late 1920s, São Paulo’s transportation and urban development were at a critical juncture, with two transportation plans under debate, which would define the type of transport technology that would subsequently predominate in the city. Our analysis suggests that the choice to implement the Avenue Plan had important consequences for the form of urban growth. São Paulo was growing extremely fast, population density was viewed as a public problem, the automobile was already being viewed as the ultimate technology of modernity, and the streetcar system was fraught with operational problems. The choice for road development in the late 1920s undoubtedly shaped São Paulo. It helped create a road-oriented city that is highly dependent on its system of 14,000+
buses, and today struggles with congestion, high emission levels, and lengthy commutes. The same
choice has been made in cities around the world.

In the analysis of critical junctures, the institutional path taken matters along with the paths that
were not taken (Capoccia, 2016). It is, of course, impossible to verify what would have happened if the
city had opted to develop a mass transit system rather than implementing the Avenue Plan in the late
1920s. Would São Paulo be a transit-oriented city today had it taken this other option? Would it be less
spatially segregated? Would it be as big?

While we cannot answer those questions, our analysis shows that during the 40 years when road
development dominated its transportation agenda, the city expanded massively. And, subsequent invest-
ments in high-capacity transit would barely make up lost ground. The “modern” subway system was
built in consolidated, already dense neighborhoods, where transit demand was already high. The first
two subway lines built in São Paulo basically followed the path of old railways and tramways, thus meet-
ing the existing demand for travel, rather than inducing urban development or densification.

The results reinforce the importance of timing in city planning. The built environment has a high
degree of inertia and changing it involves a large volume of resources and a number of inconveniences
for residents. Ex-ante guiding of the development and growth of cities is undoubtedly cheaper than
ex-post solving of urban problems; but such an approach is highly complex in a city experiencing rapid
growth with scarce resources. The results point to the need to integrate transport policies and urban
development in growing cities and highlight the central role that transport can play in inducing urban
development. They do not, however, tell us how to do it.
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